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Presentation:
Campaign Expo 2020
Knowledge & Learning 
week
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Objectives
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Objectives
Promote Sweden as an innovative, knowledge oriented nation.
Attract talent.
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KPI:s
Provide communiation support during Knowledge & Learning 

week at Expo 2020.
Reach: to reach as many as possible, organically.

CTA: Learn more. Take part of seminar.
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Pioneer the possible.
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What kind of content do 
people care about?
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Food for thought!
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We want people to think. 
We want people to reflect.
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So, what’s this week about? At heart.
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Enlightment!
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The importance of science for the greatest 
benefit of mankind!
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The application of knowledge and research 
within 6 complex fields.
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6 dilemmas!
Common challenges which require 
knowledge and science – and engagement!
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Ambassaden

What’s the top challenge for science today?
👍👍 Saving the planet
❤ Eliminating poverty
😮😮 Raising life expectancy
Use the emoji button to react, or post a 
comment.

Post 1: All seminars

What’s the top challenge for science today?
👍👍 Saving the planet
❤ Eliminating poverty
😮😮 Raising life expectancy
Use the emoji button to react, or post a comment.

A warm welcome to our Knowledge & Learning Week! 
Join us to hear leading experts in six specialist areas 
discuss the role of science today – and its game-
changing potential – in livestreamed events from Expo 
2020.

Program:
13 Dec: Interactive Exploranation: A cosmic journey 
through time and space
13 Dec: Nobel Week Dialogue: The City of the Future
14 Dec: The Swedish Green Dilemma – forests for 
everything?
14 Dec: How women power the green transition
15 Dec: Smart Society Summit: Building the future with 
Sweden
16 Dec: Research commercialisation

👉👉 Read more here [Länk till samlingssida]
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Ambassaden

What do we need knowledge for?
👍👍 To give life meaning
❤ To predict future trends
😮😮 To do things better
Use the emoji button to react, or post a 
comment.

Post 2: All seminars

What do we need knowledge for?
👍👍 To give life meaning
❤ To predict future trends
😮😮 To do things better
Use the emoji button to react, or post a comment.

Knowledge & Learning Week is up and running at 
Dubai Expo! Join us for six online events at which 
leading experts address key issues in diverse topics 
ranging from equality to sustainability, and science to 
smart society.

Program:
13 Dec: Interactive Exploranation: A cosmic journey 
through time and space
13 Dec: Nobel Week Dialogue: The City of the Future
14 Dec: The Swedish Green Dilemma – forests for 
everything?
14 Dec: How women power the green transition
15 Dec: Smart Society Summit: Building the future with 
Sweden
16 Dec: Research commercialisation

👉👉 Read more here [Länk till samlingssida]
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Ambassaden

What’s the best way to learn?
👍👍 By experimenting and exploring
❤ By interacting and learning with others 
😮😮 By using information from books, the 
internet and similar sources
Use the emoji button to react, or post a …

Post 3: All seminars

What’s the best way to learn?
👍👍 By experimenting and exploring
❤ By interacting and learning with others 
😮😮 By using information from books, the internet and 
similar sources
Use the emoji button to react, or post a comment.

Be part of Knowledge & Learning Week at Expo 2020! 
Join our livestreamed workshops and hear expert 
speakers explore exciting ideas and trends in six 
influential areas.

Program:
13 Dec: Interactive Exploranation: A cosmic journey 
through time and space
13 Dec: Nobel Week Dialogue: The City of the Future
14 Dec: The Swedish Green Dilemma – forests for 
everything?
14 Dec: How women power the green transition
15 Dec: Smart Society Summit: Building the future with 
Sweden
16 Dec: Research commercialisation

👉👉 Read more here [Länk till samlingssida]
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Ambassaden

What’s most important in a smart society?
👍👍 More accessible and effective social 
services
❤ Space for ideas and businesses to grow and 
thrive
😮😮 Sustainable solutions at every level

Post 4: Smart societies

What’s most important in a smart society?
👍👍 More accessible and effective social services
❤ Space for ideas and businesses to grow and 
thrive
😮😮 Sustainable solutions at every level 
Use the emoji button to react, or post a comment.

Learn more about the future of smart societies by 
attending our curated digital talk at Expo 2020.

👉👉 Join the talk here [LÄNK]
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Ambassaden

Is a gender gap acceptable between women and 
men?
👍👍 No, we need to improve things for women, 
even if it’s at men’s expense 
❤ Yes, as long as things improve for everyone 
and the gap gets smaller
…

Post 5: Gender equality

Is a gender gap acceptable between women and 
men?
👍👍 No, we need to improve things for women, even 
if it’s at men’s expense 
❤ Yes, as long as things improve for everyone and 
the gap gets smaller
😮😮 Yes, as long as things improve for everyone, even 
if the gap widens
Use the emoji button to react, or post a comment.

The shift towards a green economy is a must for 
reaching the sustainablitity goals. But why is it 
important to make the green transition more diverse 
and inclusive? Join a digital workshop with Tekla 
Dialogue at Expo 2020 and learn how increased 
female involvement in tech can propel this 
development.

👉👉 Join the talk here [LÄNK]
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Ambassaden

What’s the main purpose of forests in the world 
– and how should we use them?
👍👍 An economic resource for human prosperity
❤ A place for recreation and human well-being 
😮😮 A natural regulator and carbon sink for the 
global ecosystem

Post 7: Forestry

What’s the main purpose of forests in the world – and 
how should we use them?
👍👍 An economic resource for human prosperity
❤ A place for recreation and human well-being 
😮😮 A natural regulator and carbon sink for the 
global ecosystem
Use the emoji button to react, or post a comment.

What does the future hold for the world’s forests? 
Opinions differ. Learn more about how science views 
forests and their value by attending our workshop at 
Knowledge & Learning Week.

👉👉 Join the talk here [LÄNK]
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Ambassaden

Why is it important to explore outer space?
👍👍 Because it teaches us about life on 
Earth❤ Because we may need to live there 
one day
😮😮 Because it helps us foresee future threats
Use the emoji button to react, or post a 
comment.

Post 8: Exploranation

Why is it important to explore outer space?
👍👍 Because it teaches us about life on Earth
❤ Because we may need to live there one day
😮😮 Because it helps us foresee future threats
Use the emoji button to react, or post a comment.

Exploranation describes how scientific visualisation 
can be a tool to make new discoveries (exploration) 
and to communicate scientific research findings 
(explanation). Join Sweden’s first Professor of 
Scientific Visualisation, Anders Ynnerman, on a 
journey through space.

👉👉 Join the talk here [LÄNK]
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Ambassaden

Should the commercialisation of all scientific 
research be allowed?
👍👍 Yes, business involvement is needed to drive 
ideas forward
❤ No, science should be open-source and non-
profit 
…

Post 9: Research commercialisation

Should the commercialisation of all scientific 
research be allowed?
👍👍 Yes, business involvement is needed to drive ideas 
forward
❤ No, science should be open-source and non-
profit 
😮😮 Yes, but governments should regulate it
Learn more about research commercialisation at our 
Knowledge & Learning Week. Leading experts 
address challenges, success factors and the vision 
needed to bring scientific advances to more people 
faster.

👉👉 Join the talk here [LÄNK]
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